Managed Services from Trustpoint.One

The Partnership
Program

THE BASICS:

To stay relevant in today’s
legal landscape, you need
Relativity®. Let us be your
technology partner.
Get Relativity with:
No setup cost.
No contract.
Simple pricing.

Your Partner
As lawyers, your job is to manage risk. As your technology
partner, our job is to eliminate it. We’ve designed our entire
offering with this in mind. No setup cost, no contract required,
and simple, transparent pricing. Let us be your technology
partner, so you can focus on your case. We’ll provide all the
infrastructure and support you need. It isn’t too good to be
true, it’s eDiscovery, simplified.

No Setup Cost

Simple Pricing

A fully supported Relativity environment
can easily cost upwards of seven figures.
With Trustpoint, that is a quick million
you don’t have to worry about. You don’t
need your own license, you don’t need
the infrastructure, and you don’t need the
ongoing support staff. We take care of all
that with significant savings for you.

A major complaint we hear from clients is
that their eDiscovery is too complicated.
We’ve simplified it. You’ll have everything
you need for a single, predictable monthly
fee. Because our pricing is transparent, you
will always know what drives the price. If you
like, we’ll even share the calculator with you.

Contracts Optional

Transparent

Unlike virtually every other service provider,
our partnership program does not require
a contract. It’s just another way we’re
eliminating risk.

Same every month
No penalties

Relativity is Now a
Requirement

A Complex Technology,
Simplified.

Technology is becoming essential for many
RFIs. Don’t lose out on potential business
because your don’t have the technology
to compete. With Trustpoint, you’ll have a
partner dedicated to staying on top of the
latest legal tech developments.

Relativity is not an out of the box solution.
It is an incredibly powerful, but equally
complex piece of technology. With a partner,
you don’t have to worry about any of the
headaches that come with enterprise level
installation and version management.

Keep your team up to date with today’s
most relevant technology. Over 80% of legal
support positions now list Relativity as a
requirement. The best talent needs access to
the most relevant tools, with Trustpoint, your
team will get both.

Customized.
Trustpoint’s Partnership Program is one of
the few options available that can actually
customize your version of Relativity. We call
it AdminNow, our custom dashboard and
templates are built according to your specific
requirements and workflows.

Training
A cornerstone of our partnership philosophy is education.
Once we have everything set up, our final step is training. We’ll bring
We want to help you get the most out of your Relativity®
a team of experts to your offices, gather your users, and run three
platform. Let us show you what it can do. We’ll bring a team
experience-based workshops to get your team going. We look forward
of experts to your offices, gather your users, and run three
to showing you what Relativity® can do.
experience-based workshops to get your team up to speed.
Beginner

Intermediate

Advanced

A basic introduction to
what Relativity is, and what
it can do. This workshop is
designed for beginners with
no experience.

This workshop is for
users with some platform
experience. Dive deeper
into the workflows that
make Relativity such a
powerful platform.

For power users. This
workshop will focus on
advanced features and how
to achieve high level results,
business insights, and value
adds for your clients.

Fulfillment Plan
30-45 days.
A month to six weeks is a typical
fulfillment timeline. Accelerated
timelines can be accommodated.

Schedule kick-off call:
All relevant parties to meet and
agree on timeline.

Start with the launch date.
Choose a launch date and we’ll
work backwards to establish a
target date for each item.

Target Date:

Identify users:
Compile list of all users anticipated
to have access to the platform.

Target Date:

Migration plan:
If necessary, establish steps to
migrate from other platforms.

Target Date:

Custom templates:
Build any custom templates based
on anticipated use.

Target Date:

Dashboard customizations:
Front end AdminNow dashboard
customization & reports.

Target Date:

Cost recovery:
Schedule action items for recovery.
Billing and rate statements.

Target Date:

Internal promotion:
Distribute internal marketing
documents to raise awareness.

Target Date:

Schedule training:
Trustpoint team arrives to run
internal team training.

Target Date:

Contact us anytime: info@trustpoint.one | 855.669.1205

